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Abstract
Time-Space Flexibility @ Work: Analyzing the “Anywhere and Anytime Office” in the
Entertainment, New Media and Arts Sector.
Leila C. Valoura
This thesis focuses on flexible work, known as telework, that is done through the use of information
communication technology (ICT) devices in the entertainment, new media and arts sector. Fieldwork
was conducted with independent professionals who work either as a producer / director, editor or
motion graphic artist for the entertainment, new media and arts sector in the Los Angeles area. 
When working in a time-space flexible format, boundaries between home and work as well as
personal and public realms tend to become blurred.  In this blurred context, the thesis analyzes a web
of cultural complexity that exists behind the materialization of boundaries when teleworking.  This
ethnographic work also problematizes the point of view of a number of social scientists that
characterize flexibility and modern life as a liquid or chaotic lack of routines.  Through empirical
material this research examines rhythms and mechanisms between flexibility and stability, unveiling
a more viscous consistency of everyday life.  This work helps better understand the relation between
home and work as well as stability and change.  Focusing on telework practices can help rethink
these realms and how they relate to each other but also how they transform each other.  Research
methods combined time-diaries, interviews, observation, visual ethnography and autoethnography.
keywords: time-space flexibility; boundaries; routines; entertainment, new media and arts; telework
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1. Introduction
It was Sunday evening and I was sitting at my desk at home.  Using the mouse of my
computer I clicked on the new message icon that had the image of a piece of stationary and a yellow
pencil on it.  Within a second a blank message opened up.  I typed a few lines requesting some
information that I needed from a large organization located in the same region where I was located in
California.  Purposely, only after reading my message and making sure it was ready, I added the
organization’s electronic address to the message.  Strangely, writing an e-mail with the receiver’s
address already placed on the “To:” space makes me feel suspiciously uneasy… as if at any minute
something in that computer will make me hit the send button by mistake and my message will be
sent incomplete or worse, with information that should not go to that person.  On that Sunday, after
making sure I was ready, I hit the “paper airplane” icon (send button) and in another second my
message “flew” to the organization I wanted to contact.
Since the organization’s office was only open from Monday to Friday, I expected to
receive an answer from the next day on.  But to my surprise, that evening, while I was gleaning some
e-mails among chain letters and spam, I got an answer from the organization’s office.  This response
was not an automatic e-mail but a personalized answer to my question, signed by the office’s
employee, Patricia.
The immediacy coming from a person who was answering e-mails for work, presumably
on her day off, made me think of how our daily lives are changing.  From home (or anywhere),
through computers we can now do much of the same work that is done at an office.  That evening I
started imagining where in the house Patricia was working from and especially what made her work
that day when in a few hours she would probably leave her home to go to her office in the morning.
In a way, she was expanding her office to her home, making the two spaces permeable through a
computer screen.  And through a screen, from my home, that evening I was not only reflecting about
Patricia and how she was coping with her life at work and at home, in a way, I was also reflecting on
how I myself have been coping with these realms after moving from Brazil to the same country of
Patricia.
Receiving Patricia’s e-mail on a random Sunday evening called my attention to boundaries
in the United States.  Boundaries between “work” and “home” as well as “work time” and “free-
time” in a time when information communication technology (ICT) is part of daily life routines and
software seems to play the role of an “Engine of Contemporary Societies” (Manovich, 2008, p. 2).
With the presence of ICT devices at home our roles in life such as worker, friend, spouse
or parent get mixed in with the same moment of a professional e-mail that is being written, a meal
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that is cooking in the oven or a child who is watching TV in the same room where her mom / worker
is sending this professional e-mail.  With the advent of portable devices that allow a person to be
accessible and access others as well as information coming at us from anywhere at anytime, work
and leisure as well as personal and public boundaries seem to be dissolving.  In a new combination,
these elements may mix into what American author Dalton Conley (2009) calls “weisure" – work
and leisure – or the home-office, which according to this author tends to take people to the 24/7 (24
hours / 7 days a week) mode of living, at least in one place of the Western part of the globe, the
United States.
In this context of blended boundaries, much is said about work overload in the everyday
life of a country where the belief that “to do nothing is to be nothing” (Robinson & Godbey, 1997,
p.45) represents a strong component of its culture.  From this perspective, both work activities and
free-time activities become equally important to characterize Americans’ culture.  In other words,
doing seems to be a keyword here, no matter if that means doing paid work, fixing one’s own house
or going to the movie theater.  This does not mean that in this culture there is no space to rest, but
that in order to decompress Americans seem to choose to do an activity rather than stop doing
anything.
With this doing way of living and information communication technology increasing time-
space flexibility, the range of options of what to do expands exponentially, including opening a door
to higher chances of working from home or anywhere at anytime.  In such mobility, life roles tend to
get mixed and routines tend to no longer be divided into a 9 to 5 compartmentalized schedule.  In
certain career fields this non-compartmentalized schedule seems to be more common than in others.
Specifically in the entertainment, new media and arts sector, there is “a long tradition of
flexible forms of employment” (Qtd. in Dahlström & Hermelin, 2007, p. 115), since “contracted
crew members collaborate temporarily on short term, singular projects” (Introna, Cushman, &
Moore, n.d., p.4).  In addition to the project nature of this sector, its requirement of artistic creativity
can contribute to this tradition of flexible employment, since creativity typically does not happen on
a structured schedule and might require both immersion as well as complete distance from creation
for hours or days.
As pointed by Introna, Cushman and Moore (n.d.), these unconventional and mercurial
characteristics turn this field into “an instance of the virtual organization” (p. 1) where time-space
flexibility implications can be analyzed.
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1.1 Purpose and Research Questions
This thesis focuses on flexible work, known as telework, that is done through the use of
information communication technology (ICT) devices specifically in the entertainment, new media
and arts sector.  The analysis illuminates cultural processes in which flexibility is embedded and
involves boundary work as well as routines that help create stability.
In order to unveil cultural meaning within the topic, the following questions help guide this
research analysis:
• When working in a time-space flexible format, boundary lines between home and work as
well as personal and public realms tend to become blurred.  In this blurred context, what
types of boundary work do teleworkers engage in to create order in their daily lives?  How do
objects and activities materialize participants’ boundary placement?
• In a context where flexible work is criticized by a number of social scientists as a chaotic lack
of routine, what rhythms and mechanisms of interaction exist between flexibility and
stability?  How do teleworkers juggle demands and expectations from work / home and
public / personal lives in order to find work-life balance?
In light of the absence of previously published in-depth ethnographic research about time-
space flexibility in the entertainment, new media and arts sector, this thesis seeks to illuminate
cultural processes embedded in and constituted of the daily life of independent professionals in this
sector.   As a vast and dynamic field that directly and indirectly employs a huge number of workers,
most of them in a flexible format, the entertainment, new media and arts sector represents a rich
arena with relevant issues awaiting for ethnographic research and cultural analysis contribution.
1.2 Problem Definition
When working remotely from home or anywhere else outside an established office space as
an independent professional, a sense of empowerment for being freed from the routine of going to an
office from Monday to Friday is many times emphasized.  These professionals might feel as if they
have more control of their lives, being able to accommodate personal and professional activities
during the day, instead of leaving their personal lives compressed into the evenings and weekends.
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However, if when working from home, especially as independent professionals, routines are
not pre-defined by an outside structure and one does not have to go to work, how do teleworkers
transition these two realms and structure their lives?  When a person works at a 9 to 5 office format,
he or she normally cannot go to work in their pajamas, for example.  There is usually a routine that is
followed where this person needs to minimally brush his or her teeth, choose a piece of clothing and
a pair of shoes, and make sure to have his or her wallet and keys to drive, bus, or bike to work.  But
when one works in the same space where he or she also lives, how these professionals place
boundaries and find order amid the demands from both home and work is a topic that needs to be
further analyzed.
Moreover, the extent to which categories overlap is another point for reflection.  Are
categories oppositional to each other as in a black and white definition where home and work
become “inversely defined classes of things” (Nippert-Eng, 1996, p. 279)?  Studying home and work
as potential overlapping categories brings more complexity to this study because when not
necessarily associated with pre-defined images of physical locations, these categories can be studied
through the cultural processes that actually create them in everyday life.
Connected by screens, cables and wireless communication, home in Western societies
became a “portal of global access” (Lupo & Rowen, 1988, Architect Section, para. 3) exposed to all
sorts of influences, which allowed Patricia, for example, to answer my e-mail before going to bed on
a Sunday evening.  While living at a connected home and carrying connecting devices, Western
societies, especially teleworkers, embark on a continuous flow of physical and virtual mobility.
Such a mobile state of life plugged-in to ICT devices tends to give the impression that we are freely
hovering in the air and no longer attached to one location.  But if that is true, what do we hold onto to
feel safe and not fall to the ground?  How do we find a sense of stability that helps us organize our
lives and avoid trundling off uncontrollably?
The sociologist Zygmunt Bauman’s (2007) perspective of stability divides time between a
present and chaotic liquid modernity that is built on light software-based products, and a stable past
where solid goods as well as social norms structured people’s lives.  The problem of this statement is
that it dichotomically assumes that we are much more lost and chaotic today than we were in the
past.  This assumption asks for a bit of a closer analysis in a cultural perspective that looks for details
and routines we develop to organize everyday life and control chaos.
In the case of independent professionals who work from home in a flexible time-space
format, how they may turn this liquidity emphasized by Bauman into viscosity is a point that will be
analyzed in this thesis.  A closer look at objects and activities that compose everyday life is
necessary to enrich this discussion.
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1.3 Thesis Scope Limitation
As a work of cultural interpretation, this analysis is not a scientific law concerning general
and established time-space flexible work patterns of general groups of professionals and
organizations.  Given the amplitude of the topic time-space flexibility at work, it is important to
highlight the limits of what this thesis is about.   
This study is about particular cases of professionals and two particular organizations.
Fieldwork was conducted with five independent entertainment, new media and arts sector
professionals who work remotely mainly from their homes in the Los Angeles area.  Most
participants are associates of the production and post-production boutique “Studio Can” as well as
the curatorial new media and arts nonprofit organization “PalMarte”, both fictitious names to
preserve their identities.
Among different groups of teleworkers, the present work focuses on one specific group of
independent professionals who are highly skilled at communicating visually through branding and
telling stories via media such as video, film, animation, web content and graphic design. These
teleworkers have chosen to develop their creative careers in the entertainment, new media and arts
sector.  In this case, flexible work does not include minimal wage telework practices, such as
telemarketing and issues involving this category of flexible work.
Also, given the vastness of labor regulation aspects involving flexible work in general, such
as the number of hours worked or payment, regulation is not part of the scope of this thesis either.
1.4 Thesis Structure
In this thesis I will focus my analysis on aspects involving the two research questions
previously introduced on section 1.1.  With this direction in mind, chapters are organized as follows.
In chapter two, searching for what has already been done in this field of study, a brief
critical review of previous research is developed in two strands: (1) Time-Space Routines, and (2)
Boundaries.  The review takes me to the main theoretical framework of this thesis and the reasons
why I chose this focus.
Moving to chapter three, I discuss the methodology applied in the research and detail its
empirical material, including characteristics of participants and organizations involved, as well as a
short critique of this material.
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In chapter four, the thesis moves to a detailed discussion and cultural analysis of the
boundaries between home and work as well as personal and public categories when teleworking.  In
this chapter, objects and participants’ interaction with objects take the analysis to the materialization
of boundaries.
Chapter five problematizes what I will call “chaos of lived experience”, focusing on the
consistency of fluidity that characterizes time-space flexibility.  In a closer analysis of routines, I
search for ways that teleworkers juggle demands and not collapse from home / work integration.
Concluding, in chapter six, I summarize main findings of the research and analysis
developed in the thesis, as well as expand on ideas for future research.
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2. Previous Research and Theoretical Framework    
In this chapter I will briefly examine some research already developed in the field of study
involving time-space flexibility at work as well as delineate the theoretical framework of this thesis.
For didactic purposes the brief review introduced below tries to separate studies into strands, namely
(1) Time-Space Routines, and (2) Boundaries.
2.1 Time-Space Routines
In her studies about time and home / work spaces, Arlie Russell Hochschild (1997) calls
attention to the fascination for speed in modern, Western cultures.  This fascination is expressed in
Chaplin’s Modern Times’ automatic feeding device, a machine meant to feed workers more
“efficiently”, saving their time in the taylorist mode of production.  Hochschild extends this notion of
time saving efficiency to our realities outside of the screen when she places the image of Chaplin’s
feeding machine and an American oatmeal advertisement side by side in her book The Time Bind.
 
Figure 1: The Billows Automatic Feeding    Figure 2: Quaker Oatmeal advertisement
Device in the film Modern Times
Comparing Chaplin’s image to the oatmeal ad that sells the idea of an easy and fast breakfast
eaten in 90 seconds, the author says that now “it is the mother who hurries her child, and indeed it is
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the child who hurries himself” (Hochschild, 1997, p. 224).  In this time-focused culture, “hurry”
becomes a desired quality internalized by society, as Hochschild observed in fieldwork done with
workers located in the US at a plant she calls Amerco.  Based on the empirical material collected at
Amerco, Hochschild argues that increased working hours are hurting emotional life and that it is
necessary to reclaim private time.
On the other hand, another study conducted by John Robinson and Geoffrey Godbey (1997)
argues that Americans’ daily amount of free time has actually increased in comparison to their
routines in the 1960s.  For this author the problem of feeling pressed for time is in American’s
perception but also in their concept of free time as being either “too fuzzy” or “too socially
undesirable” (Robinson & Godbey, 1997, p. 289).  Granted the limitations of research done using
only quantitative method through a one-day data collection, and although not clearly defining where
this increased amount of free time comes from, Godbey raises intriguing questions about the feeling
of being rushed in the American culture.  For instance, would this feeling come from the fact that in
this culture doing what one wishes is, in principle, stimulated and actually expected?  In this case, the
focus here would be more on Americans’ expectation of time, as if feeling rushed was a result of the
perceived many possibilities of what to do and the desire to keep doing as much as they want to do.
Adding the space dimension to time, some scholars focus on flexibility and routines as part of
their studies.  For the sociologist Richard Sennett (1999), for example, flexibility represents “the
revolt against routine” (Sennett, 1999, p. 59), or society’s desperate search for ways to feel free.  He
argues that, contrary to the idea of freedom, flexibility is actually linked to the labor market’s
uncertainty and increased concentration of economic power without centralization.  Therefore,
feelings of freedom in Sennett’s view would be illusory since what flexibility does is to fragment
production and increase power over workers.  Similarly, the sociologist Zygmunt Bauman
emphasizes his notion of “Liquid Modernity” (Boyer, 2002, p.355) to define a time of uncertainties
when we are floating uncontrollably.  For Bauman, this liquidity contrasts to a solid past when our
lives were stable and structured by social norms.
Challenging a dichotomic past / present and chaotic / stable approach, researchers such as
Elisabeth Shove, Örvar Löfgren, Tom O’Dell, Dale Southerton and Richard Wilk turn to the
“complex temporal organization of everyday life” (Shove, Trentmann, & Wilk, 2009, p. 1).  In an
exploration of the phenomenology of routines that happen in places such as the home or a commuter
train in movement, these authors treat the dichotomic thesis of a chaotic modern life vs. a more
balanced past “with a scepticism informed by comparative ethnography and historical analysis”
(Shove et al., 2009, p. 3).  The understanding of time change in this case involves a “coexistence of
multiple periodicities” instead of a “sequential shift from one temporal order to another” (Shove et
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al., 2009, p. 3).  Also, routines are here generally understood as a way “to create the impression of
stability around us” (O’Dell, 2006, p. 95).
Although Sennett and Bauman as well as the group of authors mentioned above value
routines as a structuring mechanism of life, they diverge about some other aspects.  A key difference
is that where Bauman sees liquidity and “the revenge of nomadism over the principle of territoriality
and settlement” (Bauman, 2000, p.13), authors such as Richard Wilk see our lives still anchored in
routines.  Wilk (2009) argues that people do not want to have to deal with “an endless flow of
calculated choices” (p. 144) and therefore they create routines.  Routines in this case would help
them feel grounded while at the same time these routines can also bring the possibility of change.
This intersection between stability and change as well as routine and flexibility needs to be a bit
more problematized here through empirical material.  
2.2 Boundaries
“I normally pour coffee within the first half-hour [at work].  That would be a
routine, all right.  Not necessarily immediately, but within the first half-hour” (Lab’s
employee - Nippert-Eng, 1996, p. 258).
The passage above comes from interviews conducted by Sociologist Christena Nippert-Eng
with employees of a research laboratory that she calls “the Lab”, in the Northeast part of the US.  In
her research, Nippert-Eng (1996) investigates boundaries specifically involving home / work as well
as private / public realms.  She argues that like the Lab’s employee quoted above who begins her day
at work pouring coffee, we place boundaries around space and time to create the mental frameworks
used to experience life.  However, while we strive to draw categorical boundaries, they many times
overlap, showing “the multitudinous dimensions of categories, the many, many points where
decisions are made about who or what belongs where” (Nippert-Eng, 1996, p. 280).
In her book Home and Work: Negotiating Boundaries through Everyday Life, Neppert-Eng
claims that information communication technology brings the possibility of redrawing delineation of
realms through new uses of space and time.  Although the author did not study telework practices
specifically, she suggests that looking at telecommuting or homework more closely can be an
opportunity to study overlapping categorical boundaries.  In juxtaposing categories, telecommuters
need to create transitional activities between home and work, which also brings a valuable
opportunity to analyze the concept of these two main forming categories of everyday life.
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As another study by Jablonsky (1991) points out, although home in Western countries after the
Industrial Revolution moved from being a workshop and central economic place to being an
emotional refuge from facing the coldness of the work place in factories and offices, in reality home
does not seem to be that separated, safe sanctuary or refuge.  Individuals’ feeling of seclusion at
home did not turn this realm into an impermeable structure from outside influences, and especially
today this permeability becomes more evident with the presence of means of communication and
work inside of this structure.
The presence of work at home and its boundary implications in daily life has been studied by
Penny Gurstein both in the US and Canada.  The author argues that, “the shift of paid work into the
home is precipitating the development of a new identity, a blurring of domestic and work
associations” (2001, p. 195).  In this redefinition of identity into a more blurred concept, the constant
shift between roles in daily life can be challenging depending on the space and conditions that
teleworkers have available at home.  This is a valuable contribution of Gurstein’s study that calls
attention to the need of examining spatial constraints that some teleworkers face, highlighting that
enthusiasm and advantages of telework “must be tempered by the reality of the day-to-day lives”
(Gurstein, 2001, p. 8).
However, in Gurstein’s book Wired to the World Chained to the Home, the weight and prison
symbolism of the chosen word “chain” seems to be a bit emphasized by the author.  Although her
study points to perceived benefits of telework, such as more autonomy and generally less distractions
compared to the “open office plan with partitions” (Gurstein, 2001, p. 158), Penny Gurstein tends to
bring a more dichotomic view where people are privileging work rather than home in the choices
they make.  This assumption needs to be more closely analyzed, since maybe the phenomenon we
face today is not so much of an “either – or” type of decision where one realm cannot exist together
with the other.  Instead, maybe we are actually experiencing a more overlapping relationship
between realms.
Study of boundaries in this case invites a closer analysis of the notion of home not as
something given but as “an ideological construct and/or an experience of being in the world”
(Mallett, 2004, p. 84).  In this closer analysis, it can be questioned if home is defined only by the
physical space of a house or if it can be placed in different spaces, wherever we are at a certain
moment.  Some authors such as Sara Ahmed, Hervé Corvellec, Mary Douglas and Tom O’Dell argue
that “feelings of home are generated out of routinized daily practices and warming rituals that take
place in space, but are not bound to a singular space” (Corvellec & O’Dell, forthcoming).  This
approach problematizes the notion of being home as something that is not oppositional to being away
from home when one commutes to work or immigrates to another country, for example.  It
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emphasizes cultural dynamics that create the sense of being home more in what people do than
specifically in where they are.
But if by doing we create home / work boundaries and these boundaries overlap, especially in
the case of teleworkers, a closer look at what they do as well as the objects they use to enact these
realms is needed here.  Moreover, if as Nippert-Eng points out, placing boundaries around space and
time we experience life, another point for analysis here is how boundaries can help independent
professionals organize their lives when they work from home and do not have a routine pre-defined
by a boss or a 9 to 5 office structure.
2.3 Delineating Theoretical Application
Overall, the previous pieces of research help see time-space flexibility at work from
different angles.  However, there seems to be missing a study that combines and discusses these
different angles in a way in which their triangulation would enrich the topic.
Moreover, specifically the entertainment, new media and arts sector lacks an in-depth
ethnographic study analyzing its time-space flexible work practices.  The few references on
flexibility specifically in this sector that were found during this research focus more on workers’
need of interpersonal communication to be able to obtain work on different projects, or they focus on
this sector as an example of “how production clusters can be co-ordinated into a robust production
process” (Introna, Cushman, & Moore, n.d., p. 4).  In one study, for instance, although the author
points to an interesting aspect that is the increase of workers’ sense of responsibility and proactivity
due to the nature of the “boundaryless careers” (Jones, 1996, p. 72), it brings a more organization
human resources approach and a less ethnological discussion of the topic.
The problem here is that without bringing a cultural perspective of everyday life practices,
these studies miss a more nuanced understanding of the topic.  That does not mean eliminating
knowledge from other disciplines but enriching them through a sharp eye for aspects that are taken
for granted in everyday life.  This approach reveals hidden complexities that may lead to a deeper
understanding of the problem posed.
Hence, in this thesis I bridge different disciplines and angles through cultural analysis in
combination with ethnographical material.  Looking at spaces and material culture, we find that
objects, textures and senses are emphasized in this research analysis to rethink the ordinary and find
meaning in everyday life experience.
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3. Methods and Material
In order to examine this problem, I conducted fieldwork with five independent professionals
who work either as a producer / director, editor or motion graphic artist for the entertainment, new
media and arts sector in the Los Angeles area.  All participants do their work in a flexible time-space
structure and their ages range from early 30s to mid 60s.
Two participants are married and have kids.  The other three participants who are not married
live either alone or with roommates.  Four participants work for the two organizations Studio Can
and PalMarte.  Two of those participants work simultaneously for both organizations.  Names of the
organizations, projects and clients, as well as participants, their family members and pets were
changed in order to protect their privacy.
Studio Can is a production and post-production boutique that creates special features for
DVD and Blu-ray (optical disc for high definition video), Movie Trailers and TV Spots, as well as
original video and new media content for the web.  PalMarte is a nonprofit organization that
promotes networking among filmmakers, artists and business through information, dialogue forums,
global Q&A’s, and consulting on how to build creative communities around the arts.  While Studio
Can has a small studio space but works primarily with a number of freelance professionals who
accomplish their work mainly through satellite home offices, PalMarte has no formal “office” space
and members work from their own homes.
Both organizations are in a transitional moment of self-revaluation to which this research can
contribute.  On one hand, Studio Can is growing through the expansion of its space into a second
studio room and its capacity of working on more projects at once.  It is important to highlight that
although most associates do their work remotely, at a certain point projects need to be finalized at the
studio because of the caliber of equipment necessary in this phase.  However, at the same time that
they are expanding their capacity by renting a second space, Studio Can’s associates are also
concerned about compromising their quality of life, which was the factor that made them choose to
work in a flexible time-space format.  How to grow, business wise, and keep perceived benefits of
flexible work is a managerial and personal concern for this organization at this point.
On the other hand, PalMarte deals with the challenge of a team located in different states
within the US and other countries, without having a central physical space like a studio / office.
These factors in some ways bring the challenge of tangibly grasping the organization as well as its
mission.  Time-space flexibility is not only this organization’s work format but also an intrinsic part
of their mission, which is based on ICT and new media possibilities of communication and
connections across borders.  Therefore, investigating PalMarte’s flexible work format can help them
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improve understanding of the organization by its targeted audience that ranges from indie artists to
businesses.
Both organizations can benefit from this research gaining awareness of their everyday life
flexible work processes and implications.  This way they will hopefully become equipped to
reinforce work processes that benefit them and find managerial solutions to their challenges.
In order to investigate time-space flexibility at work as well as each organization’s challenges
mentioned above, the methodology applied in the fieldwork combined time-diaries, interviews,
visual ethnography (mainly still photographs but also videos), and autoethnography, all concepts that
will be explained and problematized here.  Additionally, I also did observation at Studio Can and in a
commuter bus.  On the bus I traveled on the same itinerary that one of the participants in the research
used to do before teleworking: from the South Bay to Downtown LA in the morning, coming back
later in the day.
The choice of combining these different methods had the intention to create a triangulation
“of ethnographic activities occurring in multiple overlapping sites” (O’Dell & Willim, forthcoming),
where one method complements the other.  Since cultural processes that create and shape boundaries,
routines and stability are not linear components and happen on different levels of everyday life, a
combination of methods was necessary in this case.  For instance, time-diaries are complemented by
interviews where participants can discuss their routines, and visual ethnography can open up a frame
of possibilities to interpret details of everyday life materiality.
Specifics about why each method was chosen to answer this research’s questions are
developed in the next section.
3.1 Time-Diaries and Interviews
Time-diaries were based on time-geography’s assumptions that everything takes place
somewhere and that it takes time to happen (Ellegård & Wihlborg, 2003).  The diaries were filled out
by half of the participants who kept track of their activities during three days, consecutive or not,
taking notes of when, where, with whom and together with which other activity, if any, daily
activities were performed.  Also, participants had to take note of which ICT tools were used to
perform activities, if any.
The choice of these different columns in the diary was made based on cultural processes I aim
to observe in this research.  For example, asking “when?”, “where?” and “Do I do anything else?” in
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regard to participants’ daily activities, I wanted to observe taken for granted aspects of their routines
and how they do things.  However, although time-diaries brought to light certain taken for granted
aspects of participants’ routines, this method showed some limitations because it relied on
participants engagement on his or her own.  In some cases diaries were not as complete because
participants were busy and could not fill out their diaries in detail.
  To compensate this disadvantage, interviews helped bring routines and descriptions that were
not addressed in their diaries.  The three participants who filled out time-diaries were interviewed
twice, before their diary and after.  The other two participants were interviewed only once.
Interviews durations ranged from approximately 45 minutes to almost two hours and locations varied
from participants’ homes, or studio, to a café.
The choice for interview method came from its two way dynamic process where, as argued
by Charlotte Davies (2002), “interviewer and interviewee are both involved in developing
understanding” (pp. 97 – 98).  In this process, while talking about and showing me their routines,
participants and I were prompted to build awareness of inconspicuous aspects of everyday life.  In a
way, their experience with time-space along with the values guiding their choice for flexibility was
circumscribed by another time-space reality uniquely created by they and I.  This time-space realities
overlapping exposed participants’ way of occupying space and time together with my own, bringing
about a third and new dimension that informs this research through an insightful and honest
interpretation of cultural dynamics.
3.2 Visual Ethnography and Observations
This circumscribed reality involving my own emplacement was extended into two more
layers when I brought visual ethnography to the fieldwork.  Visual ethnography was applied here
through pictures taken by participants as well as by myself.  In some cases I gave my still camera to
participants to show me places where they work or places where they feel at home.  In other cases
participants took pictures with their own cameras and e-mailed them to me.  Some short videos were
also recorded by one participant at Studio Can in an exploration of spaces and objects.
The reason why in most cases I chose to have participants capturing images in instead of
myself was first because taking my own pictures inside of people’s places would make me feel a bit
uncomfortable.  Secondly, another important reason that encouraged me to ask participants to make
their own photos and videos was the fact that in this way they had to “engage physically with their
material and sensory environments” (Pink, 2009, p. 105), showing me their experiences corporeally.
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Regarding limitations of photographs and videos, although these medias are restricted in time
and space, recording a limited selection of what we see and hear (Davies, 2002), at the same time
they can help see more details that go unnoticed when we look at the world without a frame.  It is
like when we were kids and played with a paper towel role as if it was a monocular.  Through that
framed circle, as in a cut, forms and colors became much more clear and details were unveiled
because attention was focused.  In the case of the visual ethnography material from this research, I
gleaned the benefits of this method through the details it offers and tried to compensate for its
limitation of not showing what is outside of the frame by bringing the images’ contextualization in
my written description.
The other method applied in this research was a short-term participant observation.  The
observation was done at Studio Can where I “hung out” for about an hour.  Since the work
participants do at the studio is focused on sound and image and usually requires a dark environment
minimally isolated from outside interference, observation had to be short to not interfere in their
work.  Overall, observation turned out to be a limited method for use with participants of this
research because of the nature of their work.  On the other hand, through this method I was able to
collect rich everyday life routine data on the commuter bus to downtown LA.  In this social setting a
web of cultural processes happen at the same time, from using all sorts of digital devices to the
analogic act of putting make up on, which unveils how private and public life can be.
3.3 Autoethnography
Since I, myself, am a co-founder and member of the nonprofit organization PalMarte, I bring
this experience to the research analysis through autoethnography, which is understood here as
“research, writing and method that connect the autobiographical and personal to the cultural and
social” (Qtd. in Denzin, 2006, p. 419).  Nevertheless, my personal, social and cultural experience
related to the research topic in this case goes beyond my participation at PalMarte.  The fact that I
now live in the country where the boundary limitations of this research are placed but grew up in a
different country adds a rich set of references to this analysis.  I, myself, experience aspects of
boundary and placement that are part of the scope of this research.
However, although I already experienced and understand that “the ethnographer cannot get
away from being involved” (Qtd. in Labaree, 2002, p. 20), how much of my personal, social and
cultural experience I should bring to this analysis was initially a question of blurred boundaries.  As
observed in Anthropologist Richard Wilk’s (2009) case where he reflects about his experience taking
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care of his daughter’s dog, which required “routine demands of feeding, watering, cleaning up,
training and walking” (p.143), his personal life helped him reflect about routines and how much they
are duties pushed on us by outside forces.  This case made me think about how much of his life Wilk
brought to his research and how much of his research he actually brought to his life.  Where is the
boundary between the two in the process of doing ethnographic research?  These reflections helped
me see the intricate relationship between researcher’s experience and the field as a necessary
reference.
In the case of this thesis, although research methods described earlier complement each other,
perhaps they are not enough to grasp boundaries between home and work as well as to problematize
flexibility and stability.  Autoethnography may bring here nuances and insights that come from my
individual experience and that can help form the whole picture through a triangulation of methods.
However, autoethnography was not always an easy path in this thesis.  Many times exposure
can be uncomfortable because it shows doubts, the struggle of trying to make sense of our own
experiences and finding meaning.  Nevertheless, this difficulty also works as input to find cultural
meanings, bringing more complexity and everyday life authenticity to the research, which could be
argued, increases its validity as a social science piece.
3.4 Critique of Material
Since during fieldwork participants were in a more secluded phase of their projects, which
involved only them and their computers, this limited the time spent together doing observation.
However, I tried to overcome this limitation through time-diaries where, although I was not
observing participants, in a way they were observing themselves and taking notes that were later
discussed with me in interviews.  Although not all participants were able to keep a diary because of
their tight schedules at the time of this research fieldwork, the routines documented in diaries by
those that did along with participants’ interviews helped to overcome limitations.
Moreover, other methods helped overcome observation limitations even further.  For
example, visual ethnography brought everyday life details of the materiality surrounding
participants’ work and home.  Autoethnography brought the lived experience and insights that give
league to put the pieces from different methods together, gaining a more complete picture of the
research topic.
Lastly, the empirical material from this research pertains specifically to participants working
in the entertainment, new media and arts sector and the two specific organizations focused on during
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fieldwork.  It does not necessarily apply to all fields where work is done in a time-space flexible
format, although this can be a relevant material to inspire and indicate some directions regarding
flexibility in other fields of work.
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4. Where Am I?  Defining Boundaries of the “Anywhere and Anytime Office”
The “anywhere and anytime office” is characterized by a polyvalent use of time and spaces
that are constantly transformed and blurred.  If “blur” brings the idea of a foggy view where one
cannot distinguish forms, does that mean that because we cannot see, there are no forms and order
behind this fog?  Boundaries between home, work, personal and public realms become blurred or
foggy when one works in a time-space flexible format.  However, even the apparently impalpable
fog has to be formed by elements such as water and under certain conditions of temperature.  In the
case of blurred boundaries between home, work, personal and public categories, focusing on objects
and what is done behind such blur can help bring form and understanding about separation and
proximity as well as flexibility and stability involving these categories.
This chapter analyzes participants’ boundary work and is concerned with the following
research question:  When working in a time-space flexible format, boundary lines between home and
work as well as personal and public realms tend to become blurred.  In this blurred context, what
types of boundary work do teleworkers engage in to create order in their daily lives?  How do objects
and activities materialize participants’ boundary placement?  In order to do this I will begin by
problematizing the cultural notion of home and its separation from work.  Following that, the
analysis focuses on objects as well as activities participants enact boundaries with to create stability.
Lastly, the analysis examines how aesthetization helps bring warm feelings of familiarity to negotiate
change and stability to help face uncertainty.  All the while, it is the materialization of boundaries
and how they are drawn and redrawn that is the focus of the discussion here.
4.1 Home Sweet (and busy) Home
I step into the spacious house through its front door and suddenly a tall brown dog, whose
breed I am not totally sure of, runs, barking from inside and begins sniffing my feet and legs.  I am
welcomed by the participants I will interview while I am still accompanied by the dog named Porter.
The owner of the house is Jason, whose work consists mainly of the editing of feature films, which
can take between six to eight months and involves other editors and editor assistants who also work
from their homes and sometimes, depending on the phase of a project, go to Jason’s house to work
together.  On the day of my visit, two other editors are working in the house, one of them, Brendan,
also interviewed for this research.
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They point to where the main editing suite they work at is located, a separate room with a
door, but we go to the kitchen pantry and sit around the dining table.  The flowery design of a
Portmeirion pottery set of china in the rustic cupboard that I can see right across from where I am
sitting adds coziness to the atmosphere and invites me to imagine breakfast with family happening in
this same space.  On the four walls of the room, pictures of Jason’s family printed in different sizes
situate me at a home where family, coziness and work coexist.
Together, participants and I, the dog Porter and now also a cat, Francis, are sitting around
the table, each of them in their own chair.  While Jason is telling me how it is for him and his family
to work from home, Brendan, the editor who is sitting next to Porter, fanning a smell, looks at the
dog and says: “Oh… Porter! This is horrible…”.  Then, looking at me, Brendan comments: “This is
the disadvantage of working from home…”.  And he keeps fanning the smell of gases coming from
Porter.  We all laugh in a relaxed manner but at the same time with a little embarrassment.
This unexpected situation provoked by Porter, where a very personal moment was exposed,
even though it was by a dog, made me think of what happens inside of this realm we call “home” and
how it is combined with work.  At my home, comfortably wearing sweatpants and a used shirt from a
film festival I once produced as part of my work, I am sitting on the couch with my laptop to type
notes from fieldwork and transcribe the interviews.  While I play that day’s recorded interviews, the
soundscape of Jason’s home is amplified in my ears.  Mixing the sound of utensils in the kitchen
with barking, the light creaking of doors and popping wood from the floors and furniture, I think
about the cozy and safe feeling of being home that I was experiencing.  But, I also find myself
questioning how much of this coziness and safety is reality and how much is in fact imagined.
Moving from sounds to images, I open a digital folder with photos from the research where
I find an 1800’s painting.  The artist Carl Larsson (1894), in one of the watercolors of his own home,
depicts a secluded and peaceful nook which he calls Cozy Corner, a place where he “experienced
that unspeakably sweet feeling of seclusion from the noise of the world” (Curator section, para. 1):
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Figure 3: Cozy Corner – Watercolor on paper (32 x 43 cm)
Looking at Larsson’s piece I see his dog and inevitably remember Porter.  Both dogs seem
to have the same physique.  I select the folder with pictures taken by participants and find one of
Porter:
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Figure 4: Porter sitting in a chair
In a similar cozy environment as we see in Larsson’s painting, here is a dog who instead of
placidly sleeping on the floor, sits on the same chair as his owners and may leave dirty spots on the
cushion or release gases without ceremony.  This home also seems busier than the cozy corner
depicted by the painter.  Here the fireplace has marks that signal it has been used, not all candles are
straight, art decoration is mixed with a cinema competition trophy and a clock reminds us of the time
dimension that runs on the other side of the room, where a laptop is being used to do some work on
the dining table.  Instead of being secluded from the noise of the world, this house is filled not only
with the sound of family and pets but also work.
The Producer of the film on which Jason and Brendan are finalizing the edit, arrives.
Barking, Porter runs to the door and comes back following this newcomer as he did with me.  The
kitchen pantry fills up.  Now we have a team of filmmakers, a researcher, participants of the
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research, a family and pets, all in one space.  Jason says to the producer: “Come in!  We’re here
being interviewed from Sweden”.
I am introduced to the producer, who asks if I am Swedish.  I explain that I am finishing my
Master’s at a Swedish University and that I lived there but that I do not come from Sweden.  I tell
him that I come from Brazil.  He then speaks a little of Portuguese and tells me where he had already
been in the country to next ask me where I live in Brazil.  I answer that I actually moved from Brazil
and live now in Redondo Beach, around 35 minutes drive from where we are at Jason’s home in the
Los Angeles area.
For an instant, motivated by the producer’s questions, I think about the complexity
involving these answers and the feeling of having more than one home that coexists, but that as
Mallet (2004) says, hold “differing symbolic meaning and salience” (p. 79).  Where does home begin
and end when one moves to another country or when one works from home?  Boundaries here are
not clearly defined.  Home to me means occupying a space where I have some sense of ownership,
familiarity and understanding.  In my home equation I include references of my childhood, different
places where my close family members live as well as places where I lived and live now without my
family.  They are all my homes and although they bring different people, smells, temperatures and
textures, they coexist and communicate with each other.  These different homes ultimately help form
my understanding of how I occupy spaces, concentrating the notion of home into my own body and
existence in the world.
While I briefly stroll through my memories of homes, Francis, Jason’s cat, apparently
bothered by so much conversation in the kitchen pantry, gets up from his chair, steps on the dining
table, crosses between all of us and jumps to the floor, leaving the room.  Over the same table the
producer hands out envelopes with the team’s paychecks.  Around the dining table they talk for a
while about details related to work.
Seeing this variable use of furniture and space, I begin wondering when and how home and
work became separated or together.  Historically, moving from the “craftsman” model where work
and home blended in the same space, Western societies separated these realms into different spheres
of time and space materialized in the split of weekdays vs. weekends and office vs. house (Nippert-
Eng, 1996).  Such a dichotomic cultural separation of the meaning of home, work and leisure is
challenged in the case of teleworkers, revealing other combinations.
During fieldwork, the texture of furniture as well as sounds and images helped me create an
embodied experience of participants’ worlds and feelings of home in a more similar way as they feel
it.  Through this experience, home was felt neither as sanctuary and refuge nor work usurpation as
described by Penny Gurstein (2001).  Being at home was felt here as an experience that contains
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both, the outside world and the warming ambiance, which helps fill the desire of “proofs or illusions
of stability” (Bachelard, 1994, p. 16), although not perfectly organized as in a framed watercolor.
Symbolically, a t-shirt related to my work that I wear while working in the warm
environment of my home or a table that is used both to have breakfast with family and take care of
work matters characterize being home as an act of “inhabiting a second skin” (Ahmed, 1999, p. 341).
Sara Ahmed who was born in England, grew up in Australia and whose family is in Pakistan, argues
that this second skin contains the homely subject and at the same time “allows the subject to be
touched and touch the world that is neither simply in the home or away from the home” (Ahmed,
1999, p. 341).  This relationship between home and away brings the warm feelings linked to home
closer to the uncertainties and constraints from the world that are also part of this home enactment.
As described by Gary, another participant who has a three-year-old son, home is for him
“the nurturing feeling of hearing the steps of my son running in the house and the rustle of the trees
brushing up against the window”.  However, reflecting “both reality and ideal” (Qtd. In Moore,
2000, p. 209), together with the rustle of the trees, Gary’s home is also filled with some practical
concerns.  Such concerns include a carefully planned time logistic to take care of his son, paying the
rent, getting more work and even fighting with the owner of the house next door who, looking for a
better view of the ocean, cut down the tree that used to give shade to Gary’s house and create a
familiar sound of home to him.  Home in this case means personal nourishment but at the same time
means demands from an uncertain world.
4.2 Shaping Categories in Time and Space
If boundaries between home and work are not precisely defined, how do teleworkers
delineate and organize these realms in a time-space flexible schedule?
Thinking of boundary work as categories enacted and enhanced through objects as well as
activities, it is through this material world that we make sense of classificatory distinctions and place
boundaries around space and time (Nippert-Eng, 2010).  The boundary work of independent
professionals working in a time-space flexible format requires focus on placement, defining for
example when and where they should work or when it is time to stop working and enjoy family or
leisure, so that in a way they keep life in order.
Searching for objects and activities that participants enact boundaries with, I turned my
attention to some “goods-to-think-with” (Turkle, 2007, p. 4) or artifacts that could materialize
participant’s boundaries and how they swing from one realm to another.
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While interviewing Martin, a motion graphic artist who does graphics and animation for
ads, TV and feature films from his apartment, this transition from home to work was materialized in
a slide of a bed-couch.  During the interview I found out that the couch where I was sitting was
actually Martin’s bed that he unfolds at night, as he explained:
This is a folding bed.  So I basically make my bed, fold it up… Well, there are
days when I’m so busy that I just kind of roll out and go straight to the computer in my
pajamas.  But I find that it’s much better to get the bed out of the way, get everything
cleaned up and then there’s a distinctive separation to begin working. (Martin)
During our interview, Martin was on the other side of the room sitting at his desk,
surrounded by high tech equipment he uses to do his work.  In a way, sitting on his couch / bed, I
was placed on the frontier of the two categories “work” and “home”.  What that couch was doing at
that moment was to materialize work.  “Sitting”, the coach no longer invited Martin to sleep but
rather to similarly sit down at his desk and work.  However, the “material and sensorial
environment” (Pink, 2009, p. 89) of a room where one works and sleeps kept alternating my
perception of where I was.
From the couch / bed I noticed that the door of Martin’s bedroom / office was actually a two
sided panel that revolves on its center creating two passage ways as it opens, which gives the illusion
of more space.  The feeling was as if spaces had multiple uses here and were easily made into
different places in a kind of a folding and unfolding wall process as seen in Gary Chang’s
architecture project Domestic Transformer (Planetgreen.com, 2010, January 7)1.  In this versatile
composition, a space of approximately 30 m2 changes into 24 different rooms through sliding panels
and walls.  Similarly to the Domestic Transformer, boundaries are here transformed as if they
worked in a reversible partition system, expanding to become one realm, contracting to become
another realm or mixing both realms at the same time.  To help fold and unfold these boundary
partitions, objects play a fundamental role of conveyors, culturally transporting participants to bridge
these realms and produce continuity.
This transforming process of spaces takes me to my desk, where I also fold and unfold
boundaries between the kind of work I do in the same area.  On one morning I might unfold my
laptop and work at my desk at 6 AM, doing an interview for PalMarte on Skype with an artist who is
                                                       
1 The project “Domestic Transformer” and how its sliding walls work can be seen in this video:
http://planetgreen.discovery.com/videos/worlds-greenest-homes-hong-kong-space-saver.html
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located in a different time zone ahead of me.  Then I might fold my laptop, push it to the back of my
desk and spread books I need to read or assignments I need to evaluate for classes I teach.  Later I
might pull the computer from the back of my desk and work on a research for PalMarte or another
work related activity.  Now I fold Skype windows and unfold different websites or an excel window
for example.  Meanwhile, I might unfold another window with my e-mails and answer a message my
family sent to me, which not only rearranges the screen space I am enacting but also unfolds another
dimension of my life combining both personal and professional in the same space.  Folding and
unfolding windows and moving objects on my desk in a way is also a transforming process that helps
creates boundaries through materiality.
Still focusing on what objects actually do and what participants do with objects (Frykman &
Nils, 2009), I turned my attention to calendars.  Although using only one calendar for personal and
professional events, Martin and some of the other participants categorize events by colors, as seen in
his one month digital calendar:
Figure 5: Categorized digital calendar
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On the left side, categories are named and separated by colors in a legend.  Each client has
its own color and a third one is used to categorize personal activities.  Colors in this case help Martin
create boundaries and define when to swing from home to work and vice verse.  Here, colors and
lines draw a structure that although separates realms, at the same time also puts them together when
one line touches the other in a composition where nearby colors may be perceived to mix, forming
the illusion of a different color tone when they are next to each other.  For example, when viewed at
a quick glance red calendar events may appear orange when they are placed near yellow events.
Martin tells me he tries to follow his schedule but some days plans change and he has to adapt,
redrawing the lines to accommodate a tight deadline or a day off.  Martin’s calendar in colors works
here as a concrete tool through which he links and bridges culturally different realms in the paint of a
brush as he does when folding and unfolding his bed-couch.
In the participants’ daily transition between home / work and personal / public realms,
clothing also helps them to physically move between these categories.  Most participants said that
when working from home they try not to get too casual in the way they dress.  One participant, for
instance, said that she needs to have her shoes on, otherwise it feels like it is “home time”.  Clothing
in this case reflects the varying identities that we assume.
Furthermore, in the work realm, strength (or at least a strong image) seems to be a
component socially expected especially in the American culture.  This strength is expressed in the
way one talks but also very much in the way one dresses.  It was interesting to hear one participant
say that when business is going well with projects being developed, he can let his hair down and
wear “trunks” (surfing shorts).  But when business needs to be focused on, he dresses up, even
though nobody sees him teleworking.  In a way, in this case clothing helps this participant bring the
feeling of strength and control over a situation.  Through the social image that clothing emphasizes,
combined with the sensual feeling of the fabric in contact with our skin, the way we dress can help us
play a social role (Nippert-Eng, 1996).
Still focusing on objects and activities, I move my attention to how participants take their
breaks during a workday.  These pauses range from reading the news or doing something online,
making some calls, doing other types of work, spending time with family, cooking, going to the
grocery store or to the gym, to taking the dog for a walk and taking a nap.
However, boundary transition between actual breaks and diversion from work can be easily
trespassed in one direction but harder to transition in the other direction, depending on the phase of
work in which creative teleworkers are currently engaged.
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For example, in the beginning of a creative project when participants are still not sure of
how to write a screenplay, edit or animate a story and have all options of pieces of interviews,
images and drawings scattered in their minds, it is easy to transcend the boundary from work to
home or personal life.  However, it is harder to transcend boundary in the other direction, going back
to work, as described by another participant: “At that stage of the process, I feel overloaded trying to
organize so much, in a short amount of time.  It’s a challenge to keep focused and not go do
something else”.  Feeling overloaded in this phase of work creates the desire of wanting to escape
from the challenge of organizing by going “home”, or a state of mind that represents home.  Home in
this case works as a category that goes beyond a physical location, meaning a reference of stability
when facing uncertainty, a place where there is already a structure and where we do not have to deal
with the unknown.
Looking for this feeling of stability, participants choose to do something else they are
familiar with, from talking on the phone to tweeting2 or writing columns and articles for their work
with the nonprofit organization PalMarte, for example.  Since work done for this organization is
dedicated to curate other artists’ work, participants do not have to deal with the pressure of creating
their own piece of art.  It is interesting to note that the same tools here can be used for different
purposes.  Both creating a piece of art and curating other people’s art require the use of a computer,
for example.  However, the same objects call for a different interaction depending on the situation,
which could be using this computer to work for hours on the creation of a film scene, interview an
artist who lives abroad or even talk to a beloved person through Skype voice call software.  The tools
are the same but what we do with them is different, helping us to culturally adjust boundaries.
When participants change what they do with these tools, they are adjusting cultural
categories through the material and social world that composes them.  This adjustment happens in
the relationship between agent and structure, where as in a dance, participants’ bodies interact with
objects’ materiality through doing.  A computer is here invoking work and at the same time
connecting people who are not present in the same place where participants are but who can be
reached through these tools.
Switching what they do, boundary work in this case involves personal strategies that
participants create to keep focused when they take a break from work and know that permeability
makes it easy to cross the boundary in one direction, to procrastination for example, but makes it
                                                       
2 Twitter is an online “community based on microblogging” (Munar, 2010, p. 405).  Through the 140 character text
limited posts called tweets, individuals as well as organizations share information and dialogue online when following
each other in this social media.
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hard to go back.  As another participant, Valentina, pointed out, it is a question of playing games
with oneself:
You need to have a break.  You can’t be consciously creating all the time.  If you
need to push things off for a day or two, maybe you’re not ready to begin that project
mentally.  But when that one or two day break becomes four or five days because you are
avoiding the work, then there’s something wrong [she laughs].  That’s when I begin playing
games with myself.  I keep a heating pad under my feet under the desk and it feels so nice to
have the heat under my feet…  Then it keeps me sitting there and working. (Valentina)
Figure 6: Heating pad used under feet
For Valentina, who works as a producer-director and editor of entertainment advertising,
playing games with herself works as a strategy to build boundaries and create stability.  Here, her
body and senses are accessing the material world surrounding her, while the heating pad is not only
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emitting heat but also evoking a feeling of comfort and safety that helps her face the challenge of the
unknown.
Other participants described similar strategies such as having something to munch on to
keep them working.  Trail mix, peanuts and chocolates are some of the “munchies” mentioned by
them.  Having a bowl with something to munch on was defined “like cigarettes for people who
smoke, not simply because of the nicotine but because you are doing something else, which keeps
you engaged”, said one of the participants.
Objects here act and at the same time are acted upon by participants to create boundary
placement and structure.  In an interaction between their bodies being dressed by a piece of clothing,
writing and coloring calendars, or turning on an electric heating pad and feeling the warm
temperature in contact with one’s skin, participants materialize boundaries and ultimately stability.
4.3 Warming up Uncertainty
In addition to using a heating pad, another way participants create a warm temperature that
helps materialize boundaries is through the way they set up their spaces.  At Studio Can, although
placed in a 50 m2 space with a long desk holding equipment enclosed by a sound proof wall and
office chairs, all in brown, black and gray dark tones of color, the area where I was sitting to
interview Valentina and Gary on the other hand reminded me of a home atmosphere.  This side of
the room had a rectangular blue rug defining the space where we were with a rocking chair, a couch
and a coffee table, all made of wood and a light green cushion.  Sitting on the couch I found three
small, square pillows and an embroidered throw mixing orange, green and white colors.  Two floor
bamboo lamps illuminated the area with an incandescent light.
Especially in the entertainment, new media and arts sector, having a cozy and relaxing area
that makes one feel comfortable is emphasized by participants as a necessity to work creatively.
Although associates of Studio Can do most of their work from home, some phases of the projects
need to be done at the studio because of certain kinds of equipment required in those phases.  When
at the studio, one of the ways Gary has breaks from work is stepping on to the blue rug area where he
usually stretches or takes a nap as he does at home.  At his home, Gary usually exercises and
stretches on the living room rug, where his son, Eugene, also spreads his toys and plays with his dad.
After stretching in the living room of his home, Gary usually goes for a run on the beach.
The rug works here as a kind of a workout mat.  The similar rug/mat Gary has at the studio
helps bring his home and style of living to his work.  Being a sports person, he feels comfortable on
the ground and exercising.  Taking a nap directly on the rug at the studio brings a familiar and warm
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feeling of home to him.  More specifically, this familiarity makes him feel grounded because it is
about his identity and what he values.
Figure 7: Studio Can space
The image shows a screenshot of one frame of a video that reveals part of the studio space
with its rug as well as a game Eugene likes to play when he stops by the studio with his dad or mom
as he does at home.  The boy immediately goes to play with a golf club and a ball, which he knows
exactly where to find.
Here, the rug helps separate two cultural categories at the studio, marking the border
between desk and equipment that characterize a productive mode of enacting space, and another area
where one steps on a soft surface with different texture and different furniture that characterize a
familiar environment.
A soft rug, a squared pillow or an incandescent light from bamboo lamps can help create an
aesthetization that brings familiarity to uncertainty.  In a process defined by Güliz Ger (2006) as
“process of warming” (p.19), these objects not only help create and overlap boundaries between
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home and work, but a warm aesthetization also “provides one way through which people negotiate
change and stability” (p. 19) in daily life.  Here Gary links the two worlds, home and work, through a
warm aesthetization as well as through what he does in this environment.  If as an independent
professional he constantly faces uncertainties such as finding new projects or envisioning in which
direction new media will change his work, a warming process can bring the strength he needs to deal
with this uncertainty because it gives him the feeling of what is familiar.
Stepping into the work area on the gray carpet space I saw some pictures of Gary’s son
printed in different sizes spread next to his computer.  These pictures were semi permanent and semi
temporary because he was experimenting with a new printer and used the son’s image as his subject.
The images also served as a warm reminder of home while he was at work.  Rather than encased in a
picture frame separated from him, in a way his son was closer and could go with his father anywhere,
through portable photos.
In general, pictures of loved ones and personal trips were found in participants’ work areas
during fieldwork, sometimes even in their computer screen saver.  In a way, these pictures connect
participants’ workplace to their life outside of work, as if they are “a window to a world peopled by
friends and family who value them” (O'Toole & Were, 2008, p. 630).  However, these two worlds,
work and outside of work, are not totally separated in the case of independent professionals working
from their own space.  In a study conducted by O'Toole and Were at a technology company, photos
and other objects helped employees “to cope with the lack of power and status that is manifested by
the lack of personal space” (O'Toole & Were, 2008, p. 630).  In the case of this present fieldwork
conducted with independent professionals, objects work more like a bridge that allows participants to
go back and fourth between these two worlds as if they were intrinsically linked to each other in a
cross-fertilization relationship.
 When asked how he differentiates work and home, Gary says: “All of the same philosophies
of work are translated into my family and my family philosophies are translated into my work”.  He
explains that rather than being separated, he strives to integrate these two realms even further.  When
I interviewed Gary, he had just returned from a project that he had to work on for three weeks in
Africa.  He explained to me how painful it was to be far from his wife and son while working abroad.
For him, not being able to blend time working and time spent with his family made work feel less
like his desired definition of work which is highly integrated with home and plays an important role
in defining himself.  In his definition of what work means and how it is configured in his daily life,
family cannot be separated from it and work cannot be separated from family.  Although culturally
different, the categories home and work are an integrating part of each other in these participants’
definition of both realms.
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As Valentina described while holding the colorful embroidered throw that decorates the
couch at Studio Can, rather than separated, home and work are for them like the threads that are
woven together to make a throw or a blanket.  Although in different colors, the threads can only form
the whole because they are integrated.  If one of the colorful threads is missing, it will affect the
other.  Since personal and professional realms are closer to each other than in a 9 to 5 office
structure, for these teleworkers the main driving force of their work comes from their notion of home
meaning who they are as well as their style and philosophy of life.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter the analysis of participants’ use of time, space and objects points to an
integration of home / work as well as personal / public realms.  Boundaries work here like bridges
where these realms touch each other.
Home and work categories are neither totally separated nor together.  They are both.  There
are times when these realms begin to feel separated and times when both worlds are almost fused
into one.  But for these participants, the ideal is to keep them integrated.  To help integrate these two
worlds, objects and activities play a fundamental role of conveyors when they culturally transport
participants to bridge these realms and produce continuity.  Although home and work are culturally
different from each other, through the material culture that surrounds them, teleworkers are able to
navigate and bridge the two.
As seen in this chapter, flexible work involves more materiality than we tend to think.
Contrary to the idea of a hovering virtuality, teleworkers are placed in and through cultural
materiality in which they not only create boundaries but also routines.  How these routines may help
create stability within flexibility is a subject further explored in the next chapter.
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5. Water or Honey?  Defining the Consistency of Flexibility
Flexible work through the use of information communication technologies (ICT)
presupposes a more fluid time-space structure than the 9 to 5 office and is generally associated with
lack of routine and stability.  This fluidity may give the impression of a slippery waterspout that one
cannot control, as suggested by the sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (2007) in his notion of liquid
modernity and fear.  However, how stability may be created within the parameters of flexibility
through nuances of everyday life routines is a perspective that seems to be a bit overlooked in
critiques of overflow.  Examining routines as a cultural phenomenon may help problematize this
fluidity’s consistency and add some “cultural viscosity” (T. O’Dell, personal communication,
January 25, 2011) to the analysis.
This chapter problematizes the consistency of flexible work through a closer look at
routines and is concerned with the following research question: In a context where flexible work is
criticized by a number of social scientists as a chaotic lack of routine, what rhythms and mechanisms
of interaction exist between flexibility and stability?  How do teleworkers juggle demands and
expectations from work / home and public / personal lives in order to find work-life balance?
 In order to do this I will begin by analyzing participants’ routines and their consistency,
discussing the notions of liquidity and viscosity.  Following that, through a closer look at
participants’ time-diaries and observation on a commuter bus, I will explore routines and stability
further as well as the link between home and work requirements.  Lastly, I will focus on habits and
routines as a repetition that may lead to changes, and will also briefly analyze participants’
relationship with work and leisure time.  All the while, habits and routines’ role as a structuring
cultural phenomenon of everyday life is the focus of the analysis here.
5.1 What Flexible Routines Look Like
Since I was busy because the deadline for the project was coming up fast, I
couldn’t read the New York Times in the morning as I like to do.  I jumped out of bed, took a
shower to wake me up, grabbed a banana in the kitchen and went to the computer to work.  I
kept the shades closed… the darkness helps me remain immersed in the images and sounds
I’m working with.  I kept my cell phone on but only answered calls that were urgent.  For
lunch I went to the corner and grabbed a turkey sandwich at Subway.  That nourishes me but
also takes me away from work for a while.  When getting my sandwich I get fresh air, I talk
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to other people and then when I come back I have more energy to work.  For dinner I cooked
a great pasta dish.  I love pasta and cooking also helps me step out of work to then go back
(Valentina).
The passage above came from my interview with the director-producer and editor Valentina
after she showed me her time-diary, when we talked about routines in the entertainment, new media
and arts sector being based on projects' deadlines.  If there is a tight deadline, they work more hours
and their routines become more compact, as described by her.  If the deadline is a bit longer and
looser, they are able to integrate life a little more easily, having more breaks during the day or
answering phone calls more often, for example.
However, certain patterns or routinized rituals are the same, although participants’ schedules
change.  For instance, on that day Valentina could not read the New York Times in the morning as
she likes to begin her day, she read some news during her breaks by simply reading the headlines to
stay aware of events.  For her, reading the news is like exercising and running on the beach for
another participant or drinking a mandatory glass of wine after work for another one.  These are
components that “create continuity and exert some control over time” (Ehn & Löfgren, 2010, p. 121)
and no matter how busy participants are, they strive to keep it in their routines, even if the time when
they do it varies.
When deadlines are not as tight, most participants try to create a structured routine to
organize their days.  “I don’t like having no routine”, says Martin, the motion graphic designer and
animator.  Martin tries to follow a routine where he sets his alarm for 7:30 AM, checks his e-mails,
has breakfast and opens up his “to do” list to move on in his work day.
Jason, who works as an editor from his home, used to alternate taking his kids to school in
the morning and picking them up in the afternoon.  Today his kids are adults and whenever possible,
Jason tries to follow an office schedule.  Sometimes he works alone and sometimes, depending on
the phase of a project, he needs to work together with other associates at his home.  He tries to begin
working at 10 AM, makes some coffee, pauses for lunch at home or sometimes at a restaurant
between 1 and 2 PM, to then go back to work until 6 PM.  Jason emphasizes the importance of
stopping for lunch as an essential moment of pause that he values.
Working as an editor together with Jason, Brendan tells me that in the morning he usually
starts by going to the kitchen and pours some of the coffee Jason made.  Then he goes into the
editing room to get everything up and running.  This room has a door that separates it from the rest
of the house, making it into a dedicated workplace that is off limits for family interference and pets.
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In this flexible construction where participants’ routines are not pre-defined by a 9 to 5
employer organization, the structuring of their everyday life is relatively open for them to define.
Amid demands from work, family and social life, developing some sort of schedule helps them
create a sense of “social time” (Qtd. In Shove, 2009, p. 30), a time that is lived based on social
practices.  Especially, participants who have family need to accommodate requirements from their
work together with school time and other kids’ activities that usually happen during the day.  But
participants without kids also follow collective processes such as waking up in the morning at a
chosen time, making some coffee to start the day and stopping for lunch to guide their routines that
are not isolated from society.
However, although structuring their schedules around major collective processes,
participants’ routines are more porous than the traditional 9 to 5 schedule of an office.  They might
start working at 9 or 10 AM, but may work until midnight or 2 AM because they broke up the day to
go out, take a walk or a nap, or take care of domestic matters if necessary.  For example, having
dinner at a culturally acceptable time with their family may integrate their unorthodox routine with
society’s schedule but it may also necessitate having to work later into the evening.  Porosity in this
case comes from the possibility of having some “breathing room” during work time, which as
defined by participants, they cannot have when working at an office, for example.  When working
from home, participants sometimes describe situations in which they step away from work five times
in an hour to take two consecutive walks around the block and later to smoke cigarettes three times,
but because they stepped away, that helped them unlock creative solutions for their work.
It was interesting to observe that this porosity that characterizes work done from home
brings a creative component to it but at the same time a practical one.  As Brendan explained,
working from home helps him organize his life: “If I’m home, I can go feed the cat and get back to
work.  Then that is no longer on my mind.  I can just take care of things instead of trying to
remember… ‘When I get home I need to buy toothpaste or to do this and that’.  I can just go take
care of things and go back to what I was doing”.  Porosity here is characterized by an integration
between work and other activities.
Jason, for example, although regimented about keeping his routine, emphasizes: “If
something personal comes up, I stop working and deal with it.  I am professional about this work, but
things kind of blend”.  Participants’ routines are susceptible to changes, sometimes desired changes
and sometimes not.  With a young child, Eugene, Gary the producer-director and editor frequently
has to rearrange his routine together with his wife Angie in order to cope with demands from family
and work, as Gary explains:
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My wife works three days a week.  It's not odd to text her at work saying: Angie,
can you come home as soon as you leave work?  Don't stop at the supermarket because I
have a meeting at 5 today.  Or: Angie, I can't take Eugene tomorrow morning, I need to be
in Hollywood at 9.  Can you drop him off before you go to work?  Or the opposite: Angie,
don't worry, take your time coming home.  I got Eugene and there's nothing going on at the
studio, I will take care of dinner.
Under the point of view of scholars who emphasize uncertainty and liquidity as
characteristics of a flexible modern life, as opposed to a solid and safe past (Bauman, 2007, p. 15),
the variation in the situations and schedules described above may represent overflow and a chaotic
lack of routine.  However, looking at the consistency of substances a bit closer, it can be questioned
here if one state (liquidity) eliminates the other (solidity) or if they in fact coexist through “the
delicate and uneven dialectic of the two, even after the tipping point of epochal transition is passed”
(Jay, 2010, p.99).  A cube of ice, for example, was liquid at one time and still contains liquidity as an
integrating part of its solid state.  Thus, being solid may be understood as a state of embodied
liquidity where the former does not exist without the latter.
When it comes to analyzing cultural life, this dichotomic approach that separates liquid vs.
solid may risk missing not only the coexistence between liquid and solid but another important
aspect of Physics, i.e., resistance.  In the study of fluids, “viscosity is a measure of the resistance
against flowing when a force is applied” (Boyne, 2010, p. 91).  Measuring viscosity, it is possible to
determine how resistant a fluid is or how much friction is present in a liquid.  For instance, filling up
a container with water (liquid) and another container with honey (viscous), we can visualize
resistance when we throw a similar object in each of the containers.  As a result of the object’s
impact, water will immediately spill all over uncontrollably, without showing much resistance.  On
the other hand, honey will cede much slower and not spill all over due to the force of resistance to
fluidity that was applied.
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Figure 8: Viscosity demonstration (Wikimedia Commons, 2008, October 15)
Similarly, to avoid trundling off uncontrollably, individuals create habits, rituals and
routines that work as friction, adhering their lives to a surface of activities and objects to help them
feel grounded.  Reading the news, running on the beach and having a pause to drink a glass of wine
may seem trivial, but these are essential elements to keep participants’ lives under control.
This does not mean that the present thesis denies the reality of a world marked by constant
changes and uncertainty and that “these ever-changing life worlds pose a challenge” (Ger, 2006, p.
19).  But what this thesis suggests is that, contrary to a somewhat exaggerated point of view which
claims that we are drifting and do not want to settle (Bauman, 2000), instead we are territorially
anchoring our lives through cultural processes of routinization while coping with changes and
negotiating priorities.
5.2 Integrating and Stretching
At Studio Can, while interviewing Gary about his time-diary, he told me:  “I don't have the
mentality of 9 to 5.  I go to work and then I'm off… then I go back to work and then I'm off…”
(Gary).
Gary defines his work and personal life as an interactive duo where each is in synch with
one another and therefore he is constantly bridging these two worlds.  Instead of concentrating work
into business hours and personal life later in the day, as a professional working at an office tends to
do, Gary intercalates both worlds moving back and forth many times a day.  Since he does not have a
dedicated workplace that is off limits for family interference at his house as Jason does, Gary
alternates locations working both at Studio Can and at home, which are only one mile apart.
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Taking a closer look at part of Gary’s time-diary may help analyze how this synching
relationship works in his routine.  When Gary filled out his diary, both his wife and son were at
home on holiday vacations, since this happened in the first days of January.  Therefore, he did not
have to worry about the child’s school or working from home on the days his wife would be at work
as he normally does.  Since Gary had a tight deadline to finish some projects, he had to work more
intensively during the period that he filled out his diary, which can be observed in the extract below:
Time /
When?
What I do? Do I do
anything
else?
Where? With
Whom?
ICT Tools? Comments
9:30 am Edit Africa Studio Solo
workflow
Computer
and hard
drives
11:00 am 4 Stories
[product’s
name]
Direction
Studio /
Martin
[Associate]
Design Los
Angeles
Worked
with Martin
via phone
call
Contacted
Valentina
[Associate]
in MASS
about 4
Stories
12:00 pm Back to edit
+ Lunch
Studio Solo
3:30 pm Break for
Gym /
Home to
see family
Gym /
Home
Text with
Angie
[participants’
wife]
6:00 pm Edit Africa Studio
7:15 pm Pick up
business
book at
Barnes and
Noble
8:30 pm Time with
family
Home Family Turned off
ICT tools
10:30 pm –
1:00 am
Working on
B52
Channel
[client’s
name]
project
Home Email & web
on laptop
Table 1: Time-diary
The diary sequence shows a day marked by alternating activities from one project to another
and from work to non-related work activities.  Specifically from 3:30 to 6 PM, in an interval of 2.5
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hours, Gary transitioned from work, to gym, to home and back to work.  When explaining to me
about this transition, he emphasized: “I need to be outside.  Gym, home and come back to work.
Eating or showering goes in these hours”.  In this transition between places and activities, Gary has
to lock the door of the studio, set the alarm, open the door of his car, drive for five minutes or so, get
out of the car, lock the car, change clothes to work out at the gym, take a shower, change clothes
again and head home.
These transitions involve an integral articulation between his body, the material surrounding
and events that together produce habits or “an incorporated capacity that is encountering different
situations” (Frykman, 2009, p.2).  These habits orient Gary to make sense of his everyday life at
work and at home no matter how his schedule changes or even where he is.  Gary explained to me
that he had recently spent a week shooting a project in another state in the US where the environment
was very different from the beach environment he is used to in Southern California.  Nevertheless, he
created a running route in the area where he was staying so that he could follow his routine of
exercising.  It is as if doing so, he could hold onto exercises as a stable activity and ritual to go
through the ever-changing nature of his work.
Following Gary’s time-diary, later in the day he transitioned back and forth again when he
did some work from home, a place where he was earlier enjoying his family.  In his routine, playing
with his son, putting him to bed and closing the door of the child’s bedroom was described as an
important ritual.
For Gary, being able to enjoy routinized moments with his son such as putting the boy in
bed or playing with him on their living room rug in the middle of the afternoon is something he
values in comparison to the time when he worked fulltime at an agency and had to commute
everyday.  Unable to alternate work and time off, that was a period of time when Gary said he
missed participating in his oldest son’ childhood and that now, with his youngest son, has been
different.  However, although Gary highlighted the malleability of his present routine as essential to
him, at the same time he said he missed synergy or interaction with other creative professionals at
one location right after he began teleworking.
According to Gary, there are certain kinds of positive interruptions when working with
other professionals at the same location that are different from the interruptions found at home.  If at
a studio distractions are work oriented, bringing about creative solutions through interaction, at home
interruptions from family or friends are usually not work oriented and can be distracting if one does
not have a separated space to control when these interruptions are desired and appropriate.  If at work
one goes to grab a coffee at the studio / agency pantry and chatting with a co-worker this
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conversation may bring an insight, at home Gary said interruptions can sometimes be: “Honey, can
you pick up some sugar at the supermarket?”.
One way of trying to accommodate both, work and home related activities at the same time,
is through multitasking, where “rather than thinking of time as an ‘either-or’ proposition--I can either
read the newspaper or watch television or eat dinner--people develop the ability to do all three
through time deepening techniques” (Godbey, Lifset, & Robinson, 1998, p.6).  In this sense,
processes of integration and absorption such as multitasking represent a tendency of stretching time
as an elastic band that can reach further.
However, one may ask if it is always possible to multitask or if certain activities are
mutually exclusive.  For participants in this research, taking care of a child and editing a film or
writing an article at the same time is not possible.  Jason not only keeps a door separating his editing
suite but also had a nanny to help with his kids when they were little and he was working.  Gary does
not have a nanny but is constantly changing his schedule to accommodate sustained blocks of time
during the day dedicated to working and to take care of his son.
In this separation between what can go together and what cannot, I wonder when certain
practices such as talking on the phone or listening to music became almost an extension of our
bodies and whatever we do while on the phone for example may not be quite considered
multitasking, even if it is taking care of a child.
Multitasking was a recurrent practice observed in my fieldwork on the commuter bus Gary
used to take to work before he became an independent professional who teleworks.  On a Friday
morning, around 8AM, I begin my journey from the South Bay to Downtown Los Angeles.  I pay the
USD $2.20 fare to the bus driver and take a seat.  From my seat I see well-dressed passengers and
smell a mix of fabric softener with perfume that creates a pristine atmosphere soon fused with the
smell of brewed coffee that comes from thermos mugs.  Surrounding me, people have black or white
wires hanging from their ears connecting their hearing sense to cell phones that also serve as a source
of music and in many cases connect passengers to the Internet.  Some watch films online, others
alternate text message and music on their phones while “daydreaming” (Ehn & Löfgren, 2010, p. 4)
or typing on their laptop computers, others read a magazine, a hard copy book or an e-book reader
while maybe listening to music and texting in their cell phones once in a while.
In addition to this electronic multitasking, one female passenger simply does the old analog
act of putting makeup on, which seems to be contagious since in the minute she starts doing it, the
woman next to her pulls out a fluffy brush and another woman behind them starts putting makeup on
too.  Public appearance is present on this bus through clothing and makeup, morning rituals where
“the personal and the cultural encounter each other” (Ehn & Löfgren, 2010, p. 98) in the definition of
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beauty and in this case professionalism.  Wearing clean, button shirts and polished black shoes or
choosing the right lipstick color are decisions based on a collective structure of where we live and
work, but also on how we perceive ourselves and who we want to become.
Onboard this conduit journey between home and work, signs in the front part of the bus
make clear that it is forbidden to smoke, eat and listen to the radio out loud under penalty of USD
$200 fine.  Looking at these signs, one could think that there is not much left to do, but on this bus,
everybody is busy doing something.  Here home and work meet in a phone call, a clean shirt that one
washed and hung in the closet or in a sip of coffee that was made in the kitchen of one’s home.
Figure 9: Commuter bus
Doing more than one activity at once, these passengers layer culturally different worlds
together in their journeys’ experience that helps define their boundaries of home and work.
Similarly, although telling me he avoids multitasking, Gary also tells me that sometimes at the
supermarket with his wife he needs to excuse himself for a moment to send an e-mail related to work
through his iPhone.  Multitasking represents here a possibility of accommodating home and work in
arrangements that work for Gary or those passengers on the bus.  Trying to accommodate both
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worlds might work as a way to “create the impression of stability” (O’Dell, 2006, p. 95).  This
impression of stability may help Gary or the commuter bus passengers find solutions to domestic and
professional demands that they will face during the day that is just beginning.
5.3 From Habits to Change and Balance
On a rare rainy morning in the Los Angeles area I could hear the enchanting sound of the
friction between car tires and wet asphalt that was coming from the road through the Studio Can’s
open door.  At a certain point Gary and Valentina told me where their main conference room was
located: in a car’s enclosed space.  “When we’re in traffic on the 405 [freeway], that’s the place for
our thinking and talking, when we discuss projects”, they said.  When asked why they chose that
space, the need of being outside was emphasized, but not simply an “outside” as if one is going to
the beach a few blocks away.  Instead, the soothing journey to somewhere and the
compartmentalized space of a car were highlighted:
The long period of time becomes a time when we’re able to adjust what we need to
do for today but also what we need to do for next year.  Maybe that’s a very American thing
because cruising in a car, just going for a ride, unlocks the potential in our minds.  It’s very
stimulating and you’re not looking at each other.  We’re looking forward, it’s a safe zone.
And what happens in the compartment of that car stays in that car.  If she’s upset with
something I said [about the business], the minute we get out of the car it stays there and we
go to work to shoot on set and maybe we revisit the idea on our way home, or maybe not.
(Gary)
Thinking of the feeling of being on the move in a space that is compartmentalized as a
home also is, and as I had experienced on the commuter bus, I am now taken to the road again
imagining participants’ conference room in a car on the 405 freeway.  As a person who grew up in
Rio de Janeiro city where public transportation is vastly available and more popular than driving
everywhere, I usually left the maneuvers of driving my car to the weekends when I went out or
traveled with friends and family.  When Gary tells me about driving in America as being a way to
unlock the potential of people’s minds, I think of the amount of driving I encounter and have to deal
within the US in comparison to my style of life in Brazil.  Then I start asking myself what kinds of
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habits and routines are involved in the act of driving that could help unlock the potential of
Americans’ minds.
Going back in time, I remember my first days learning how to drive, meticulously thinking
of each movement I did shifting, stepping on the break or looking at the mirrors and making sure I
was holding the steering wheel firmly enough to keep that car in one lane.  Later on, that complex
mechanical sequence became automatic and I was able to please myself with different songs,
changing radio stations or CD’s, singing along, thinking about my day and simply not even
remembering all the work my body was doing to keep that car moving.  Driving became a habit or an
unconscious act that freed not only one of my hands to take care of the radio but also my mind.  If I
like the routine of driving or not or if being on a collective means of transportation frees my mind
further and gives me the best kinds of insights and ideas, that is another subjective topic.  But that
driving became an automatic act for me, this is for sure.
Back to Gary’s and Valentina’s “conference room”, as if they had turned on the automatic
pilot, driving allowed them to relax and let their minds work on ideas, possibly helped by the culture
they grew up in where driving is a routine that people become familiar with since early in their lives.
This automatic pilot works as a kind of naturalization where what was once a conscious practice
(praxis), each step to drive my car for example, through repetition moves into the habitus or an
unconscious act (Wilk, 2009).    Habits and routines in this case liberate us from the stress of dealing
with what is new.
 Trying to understand how habits and routines work, as well as how they may free us to
changes, I turned to my own experience again.  With my portable digital recorder I captured the
sounds of daily habits I carry.  The result is a sequence that starts with my cell phone alarm beeping
snooze, running cold water which I wash my face and brush my teeth with, followed by a succession
of opening and closing of specific cabinets and drawers in the kitchen to have breakfast.  At the end
of my day the habits sequence ends in the same places where it all started: in the bathroom, now for a
shower, followed by my bedroom where I set the alarm in my cell phone to then turn the phone off
until the next morning when the sequence will start again.  For a minute I imagine myself doing this
sequence in slow motion, thinking: “Ok.  Where should I start?  I am tying my hair now and opening
the water faucet.  What should I do next?  Wet my face and press the bottle of liquid facial soap.
Now I need to spread the soap on my face until suds are formed.  Now I…”
Tense and tired of imagining the slow motion process of taking each of the steps of my
habits consciously, I turn on the autopilot.  In doing so, I experience the relaxing power of repetition,
which “relieves us of the burden of making the thousands of micro-decisions which would otherwise
overwhelm us” (Wilk, 2009, p. 152).  Similarly, not having to worry about the micro-decisions of
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driving, in their “conference room” Gary and Valentina opened up the possibilities to unlock the
potential in their minds, as they said.
However, the cultural phenomenon of routinization and habits is more complex than simply
a sequence of repetition.  This phenomenon brings some tension between repetition as a liberating
force from constant worry, while at the same time it keeps us in “constant bondage” (Wilk, 2009, p.
152).  This tension characterizes routinization as something that we choose as agents but that at the
same time we follow in the cultural structure we are part of.  How to find a compromise between
conscious practices that we choose and structural demands is a question that needs to be further
problematized.  But one possibility is that through repetition, our habits can actually help us change
routines.
Rather than being a polarized phenomenon, liberation and bondage are here part of the same
experience and together they can bring the possibility of transformation.  In the case of independent
professionals who telework, the flexible characteristics of their work requires that they create some
routines to keep their lives in order and to cope with the many changes they face, as seen in the
previous sections of this chapter.  These routinized daily repetitions create order, avoiding chaos, and
also “serve to provide some sense of freedom” (Ehn & Löfgren, 2010, p. 91).  However, at the same
time that these repetitive routines bring a relaxing feeling, they might also make us numb by
predictability.  At this point, a possibility of change opens up, since “boring repetition, through its
predictability, has the power to move people ahead of the present” (Ehn & Löfgren, 2010, p. 121).
This possibility of change is created here not only because of boredom from predictability but also
because this same predictability brings liberation from thinking of how to do something.  Without
having to deal with the stress of thinking of how to do an activity, we may open up space to think of
different ways of doing something.
For Valentina, for instance, an important aspect of her routine today is to have breaks.  But
she tells me it was not always like that:
I used to have a tendency to edit for hours straight.  Sometimes the sun had set and
I was so exhausted mentally that I had to lay down and watch a DVD.  I fell asleep and the
whole thing started again the next day until I had finished that editing.  At a certain point, I
did get a bit stir crazy and had to just break out!  Breaking out can be something as absurdly
simple as forcing myself to go for a walk.  Or maybe to do some work at the coffee shop
where I am forced to deal with new things… yeah, sometimes just doing that actually makes
me refine my activities for the next few days or weeks even.  Now breaks are sacred for
me... (Valentina)
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For Valentina, working straight had become a habit.  As a routine, she kept working without
realizing that hours had passed and she had not stopped for a break.  She became used to it, repeating
this routine until she had what she called her breakout moment.  At this point Valentina initiated a
new routine that in the beginning was not automatic as her habit of sitting and editing straight.  She
says she had to force herself to stop editing and have a break, which requires a conscious decision.
After repeating this practice of having breaks, today stopping for pauses are part of Valentina’s
habits that she does, not only without much effort but actually misses and “automatically” gets up
from time to time.
If life without routines and habits or some sort of regularity would be chaotic, the issue
becomes how to balance enough necessary predictability that keeps life under control with the
challenges of changing.  In the case of this research, the ever changing nature of participants’ work
and schedule may help them keep the balance between being attached to routines but not too much.
However, there is also a risk that the effect becomes the opposite, as described in the quote above by
Valentina, and that teleworkers turn work into their routine.  Since flexible work does not bring a
pre-defined structure as in a 9 to 5 office and especially in the case of independent professionals it is
up to them to organize their everyday lives, work may be transformed into a routine where these
professionals become too immersed.
Moreover, some scholars such as Robinson and Godbey emphasize the risks of habits or the
autopilot in postmodernity as a way “to do almost everything as a means to an end” (Robinson &
Godbey, 1997, p. 47) and make sure we do not waste time.  With definitions such as “time-famine
society”, (Robinson & Godbey, 1997, p. 47), where free or leisure time is lacked, or even such as
“temporal prison” (Qtd in. Hochschild, 1997, p. 243), these authors challenge the tension between
too much work and too little leisure time.  Another scholar, the sociologist Dalton Conley (2010),
referring to the home-office society, points out that: “the organization man is gone, replaced by the
elsewhere dad, the blackberry mom and various other figures in our new social landscape” (Ibid., p.).
However, it can be questioned here if this is the only possible outcome from flexible work
practices.  In the fieldwork conducted for this thesis, participants who have children actually showed
they have been able to spend more face-to-face time with their families because of the flexible nature
of their work.  Specifically participants who are parents perceive flexibility as a way to be closer to
their children, “as opposed to being away for long hours and only seeing them when it is time to go
to bed at night”, as Jason said.  Examples of everyday life activities that these participants who are
also parents pointed out as being possible because of their flexible schedules are: alternating tasks of
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taking the children to school and picking them up, as well as having breaks when they can enjoy
moments with them.
Regarding flexibility and time for family, the sociologist Hochschild points to the anywhere
and anytime office as an actual possibility to “help people balance work and family even as it
squeezes nonwork time even harder” (Hochschild, 1997, p. 258).  That brings an interesting point for
analysis, i.e., how we perceive leisure or free time.
Culturally analyzing work and leisure in participants’ routines, some nuances need to be
considered.  First, the cultural context of the United States, a country where the belief that “to do
nothing is to be nothing” (Robinson & Godbey, 1997, p.45) tends to turn both work and free time
into activities or a feeling of being engaged in doing something.  Bringing this cultural context helps
relativize the notion of free time and how we enjoy it differently in different cultures.  As a moment
to rest from work, maybe free time in the American way of enjoying it looks more like work
compared to other cultures where doing is less ingrained in people’s identities.
But would that mean that Americans are always working and that telework or ICT tools
have the power of agency to take over people’s lives and imprison them?  In the fieldwork conducted
for this research, different possibilities were observed.  Participants showed that they are finding
their ways to balance work and personal life and that proximity between the two through integration
actually helps them find this balance.
Second, specifically in the case of independent professionals in the entertainment, new
media and arts sector, another nuance that needs to be considered is that these professionals see their
work as an integrating part of their lives, many times defined as a creative calling, as Brendan
explained to me:
If I’m really busy, I don’t take personal calls neither e-mails.  If it’s a little less
busy, than I become more semi-permeable.  But since it’s a creative calling, then it’s less an
intrusion if you’re talking about work on a Sunday or a Saturday.  I don’t define it rigidly
but I manage my stress.  Sometimes it is the reverse and I don’t take work calls for a day.  If
I didn’t like my work as much that would not work. (Brendan)
Satisfaction and autonomy play for these professionals an important role that defines free
time not as a dichotomic separation from work as if one wants to be far from it with the kind of
“Thank God is Friday!” relief or a Monday moan.  Here work and free time are interwoven in
participants’ routines, instead of kept apart from each other.  This autonomy that independent
professionals value is related to the possibility of doing their work on their own term basis.  Living a
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style of life they value was emphasized here as an important reason to work as independent
professionals and to do what they like to do for work.
Participants’ work is felt as a creative calling, but the professional aspect still does involve
demands and deadlines as seen in this thesis analysis.  Therefore, when keeping professional and
personal worlds close to each other, these teleworkers are also putting demands from both realms in
close proximity.  This proximity poses the challenge of juggling such close demands through
routines.  But at the same time proximity also serves here as an element to help create stability
because it allows different combinations of routines.
In a dance between flexibility, work as a creative calling, home and work demands, the
desire of autonomy as well as the uncertainties of the world, teleworkers bring a great deal of
routinization to their everyday lives.  Through routines, they exert the utmost skill of their lives.
5.4 Summary
Stepping in and out of work many times a day, independent professionals intercalate work
and personal activities creating routines that structure their everyday lives and keep their many
demands under control.  Reading the news, running on the beach or putting make up onboard a
commuter bus may seem trivial, but these rituals and activities territorially anchor peoples’ lives in
their routines.  Although building stability, the repetition involved in their routines can also help
teleworkers change habits through predictability that potentially move them ahead of the present.
In order to keep work and personal life in balance, satisfaction and autonomy play for these
participants an important role, since work and free time are interwoven in their routines, instead of
kept apart from each other.  Defining their work as a creative calling, flexibility is perceived here as
a factor that helps them to create stability.
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6. Conclusion
In this ethnographic analysis I aimed to uncover layers of cultural processes that
teleworkers who work independently enact boundaries and structure their lives with.  Findings bring
about awareness of the prominent role materiality and processes of routinization play in building
boundaries as well as stability.  This thesis suggests that time-space flexibility is not a dichotomic
phenomenon but instead a more complex and culturally woven web of everyday life practices. 
During fieldwork, the texture of furniture such as a chair I was sitting in or a couch I found
out that was a participant’s bed he unfolds at night helped me create an embodied experience of
participants’ worlds, feeling it in a more similar way as they do.  Through this experience, the main
findings from this fieldwork and analysis suggest that for teleworkers, work and home, which
includes family, are neither totally separated realms nor together, but linked.  Although culturally
different from each other, these realms are bridged through the material culture that surrounds them. 
As conveyor, objects such as a heating pad or a rug as well as activities, culturally
transport teleworkers between work and home.  Changing what they do with objects, participants
adjust cultural categories through the material and social world that composes them.  Through a
variable use of spaces as well as objects such as furniture and equipment or clothing, the traditional
dichotomic definition of home, work and leisure are challenged in the case of teleworkers.  Practices
here reveal other integrating combinations between categories that are not attached to only one
physical location.  Moreover, objects such as pictures of loved ones and a warm aesthetization of
spaces bring familiarity to participants’ daily lives, helping them find stability to face uncertainty. 
Main findings from this research also challenge the point of view of a number of scholars
who see modern life and flexibility as a chaotic lack of routine.  Rather than living a liquid life that
uncontrollably spills all over, participants showed that the consistency of their flexible routines is
more viscous than liquid, resisting to the impact of uncertainties through habits, rituals and evolving
routines that teleworkers develop in their everyday lives. 
Routines may vary from exercising on the beach or going to the gym to reading the news
in the morning or driving.  These activities bring familiarity and save participants’ energy from a
series of daily micro-decisions, helping them feel grounded.  Feeling grounded through routines,
these teleworkers cope with demands from both home and work.  In the construction of stability,
doing different activities at once through multitasking routines was also observed as a way to layer
culturally different demands from home and work, bringing these worlds together.
Lastly, findings point to stability as a possibility of change as well.  If on one hand routines
help create stability through repetition, on the other hand it can also help teleworkers change their
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routines while keeping their flexible schedules.  Stability through routines’ predictability can cause
numbness, which may work as a source of potential change and create new routines.  This is a
delicate point of balance between the necessary repetition that liberates us from spending energy
with micro-decisions of everyday life, such as brushing our teeth, to the repetition that ties us in rigid
routines.
Through what participants showed me in their interviews, time-diaries and visual material,
here practices and places were created and reinterpreted by them first, then by myself, and now by
the readers of this thesis who will add to its narrative as they interpret the findings through their own
unique opinions and experiences.  In a way, my embodied experience in doing ethnography is
extended at this moment when I am sharing interpretation and fieldwork material with the reader
who will develop his or her own interpretation.
Overall, this work helps us better understand the relation between home and work as well as
stability and change.  Focusing on telework practices can help rethink these realms and how they
relate to each other but also transform each other.
                                             
6.1 Indications of further research needs                                                 
 
Since this analysis does not produce a definitive interpretation, it aspires to encourage
further studies in order to enhance the discussion raised here.  Under this perspective, this
ethnographic work is a first look into time-space flexibility as it applies to the entertainment, new
media and arts sector, considering there is little research about it.
In my contact with Brendan, Gary, Jason, Martin and Valentina I was able to experience the
materiality of time-space flexibility through my senses when stepping into their worlds.  I cannot
forget to mention Patricia, the employee who sent me an e-mail on a Sunday evening and who
although I have never met, unintentionally inspired me to develop this research topic.  These are the
people who contributed so much to raise more understanding about this topic of study.  Like them,
there are many other people living their everyday lives who have a lot to bring to our understanding
of cultural life.
Knowing the myriad possibilities of ethnographic work that are awaiting us as cultural
analysts, I would like to suggest further research of certain subjects that I believe can contribute to
the enrichment of this field.  One important point for future studies is the notion of work not being
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separated from the notion of family, which was signalized in this thesis.  More ethnographic work on
this subject would unveil some cultural understandings of how we view ourselves and our lives as
private / public individuals but also in terms of the requirements from both family and work, which
seem to be equally demanding.
Additionally, how to find a compromise between conscious practices that we choose and
structural demands that are imposed on us is a question that needs to be further problematized
specifically in the case of teleworkers.  Since these professionals have to make many choices to
create their routines, which are not structured by a 9 to 5 scheme, culturally analyzing their choices
and demands would bring the opportunity of a closer look of how we as a larger society achieve this
compromise.
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